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S.M.A. & Surfing News 

 While the 2011 ASP World Tour is 

far from over, with arguably the greatest 

event to come (The Pipeline Masters), after 

the Rip Curl Search Somewhere in San 

Francisco there is certainly an air of closure. 

Kelly, or should I say Ke11y, has now won 

his 11th world title and we can all rest 

peacefully knowing that the best was truly 

crowned champion. But all this did not come 

without much trepidation, eventually leaving 

ASP CEO Brodie Carr without a job. 

After the first day of competition all seemed 

well and on track, and the announcement 

was made that Kelly Slater would be 

crowned the 2011 ASP World Tour 

Champion if he made it through his round 

three heat against Dan Ross. This proved no 

easy task (a relative term for Slater), as 

despite his best intimidating “good luck” 

handshake, Slater struggled to put together a 

solid wave for most of the heat.

 Ross had Slater seemingly backed 

into a corner, keeping the 11th at bay until 

Kelly found a brilliant wave late in the heat 

Ke11y Slater Wins The World Title Twice!

to string together a winning score in 

true champion style. Only Kelly can 

keep us waiting the whole heat and 

confidently come through to win his 

world title on the first anniversary of 

the death of Andy Irons. But only 

Andy Irons can top Kelly Slater, and 

his mortality has very little ability to 

stop that.

 The day after Slater’s big 

victory the champion himself 

tweeted that some man on the beach 

named “Mark”  (whether this is 

legendary North Shore Lifeguard 

By Mavin Green

 Since Spring, 2011, The 

Surfer’s Medical Association has been 

in a state of transition. After almost 20 

years in the Executive Director’s seat, 

Paula Smith stated the transition to 

yours truly. One of the transition goals 

was to really revamp the extinct printed 

Surfing Medicine Journal and present a 

quality online publication. Journals #23 

and #24 had some quality content, but 

the format was not what we wanted to 

put up on the website.

 Enter Matt Corral, a young 

charging surfer from Ventura 

California. Matt is a Human 

Directors Comments
Communications Major with an 

emphasis in journalism and media 

studies as well as a minor in global 

studies at CSUMB. He is a multi 

talented writer, artist and tech savvy 

organizer. Matt has been the key 

orchestrator of the revamping of our 

new online Journal. The journal now 

features art as well articles and a new 

format we hope you love.

 With this Journal we have 

several new features. One is the 

“featured members”  section that gives 

us a chance to showcase several 

members and some of their favorite 

surf shots of themselves. Ward Smith, 

veteran SMA member, is one of the 

featured members this issue. Dr. Maria 

Pease is the other featured SMA’er. 

Maria passed away after a battle with 

cancer at too early an age. She knew 

she would be a featured surfer and was 

stoked at sending me her pictures.

 This issue may be a bit short on 

content, but we wanted to get this out 

to encourage you members to submit 

research, travel stories, conference 

reports and other publishable material 

for future issues.

 I look forward to hearing from 

you. Till I drop in on you again.

Bill Jones

Kelly Slater ripping a huge turn during the contest. photo by: Jon Johnson 
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Mark Cunningham who was on site 

to support Slater or not remains to be 

seen) informed Kelly that the ASP’s 

calculations were off. It seems that 

the with the ASP’s new One World 

Ranking system, which they use a 

complex computer system to 

calculate, had somehow mixed up 

the scenario. If this confuses you, 

you are not alone, so let’s go to ASP 

World Tour Manager Renato Hickel 

for a better explanation. 

 Hickel says, “Our rankings’ system is 

designed to split tie-breaks based off of seed 

points. Kelly and Owen tied at the best nine of 

11 results, so we went to best of 11 results and 

the system gave it to Kelly based off his 

higher seed position.”

 For ASP doubters, like Bobby 

Martinez and for second place surfer Owen 

Wright this was good news. For one, Martinez 

has been trying to expose the flaws of the new 

ASP One World Ranking system, and with a 

lack of polite diction it has been tough for 

him. For Wright this meant that in an extreme 

circumstance he could still be crowned this 

year’s world champion in Hawaii.

 However, all this really meant was that 

Kelly still had to make it through one more 

heat to confirm his title. This proved no tough 

feet for Slater as he cruised through his round 

four heat against the Brazilians Miguel Pupo 

and Gabriel Medina. Medina would go on to 

redeem himself by being the first to beat the 

11 time world champ when they met in the 

quarter finals and continue on to win the 

contest.

Fourth Annual SMA Biarritz Conference a 

Huge Success

 Dr. Bob Speers has done it  

a g a i n , H i s F o u r t h E u r o p e a n 

Conference at Biarritz was excellent. 

The Conference took place this year 

on October 2nd through the 9th. 

People came from all over to attended 

the all inclusive conference and enjoy 

all that it had to offer. SMA members 

from the USA, Australia and Guam 

made the long plain ride to show their 

suppor t fo r the organiza t ion . 

Attendees, Drs. Bill Dickey and 

Simon Leslie gave “kudos” to Bob 

and his wife Marion for a well 

organized, fun, and informative 

conference.

 The fourth annual European 

SMA Conference set up their head 

quarters for the event at the oceanfront 

Carlina Lodge In Biarritz. The 

speciality even featured scientific, and 

professional presentations for all in 

attendance. They also offered regional 

medical facility  tours with several 

great opportunities to network with 

doctors and medical professionals 

from all over the region as well as 

those visiting. However it wasn’t all 

work all the time, the conference 

allowed plenty of time and events to 

experience the culture of the area as 

well as research and training in ocean 

environments. Not to mention the 

thing we all love to do most, plenty  of 

surfing.        

 Dan Moffat, SMA member 

working on Guam, related that “it  was 

a great conference, the people were 

great, the surf was good. We couldn’t 

have asked for more”. There are 

plenty more conferences to come 

SMA members and if it’s something 

you wish to be a part of check it out 

on the SMA website and check it 

often. 

By Bill Jones

Kelly being carried to the podium after his contest ending barrel winning barrel.

Photo By: Jon Johnson 

SMA Logo
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Health and Fitness
Our Health & Fitness section is written by our very own Paul Corral, 

certified personal trainer and fellow surfer. Additional training 

information can be found at his website www.proveyourealive.com

6 stretches every surfer 
should know

Photo of Paul Corral driving to Witches Rock, Costa Rica

Chest stretch-
This stretch will counteract the tightness in 
your chest  that develops from working at  a 
desk or computer. A tight  chest  will inhibit 
your paddling power and compromise how 
your shoulders move within  the socket 

during paddling. 
 Just stand in a door way, bend your arms at  90 degrees 
with your hands up and palms facing forward, place your palms 
and forearms on the door jams and take a step forward. You will 
feel the stretch in the front delts and chest, hold for 30-60 
seconds.

Lat stretch- 

Loosen up your main paddling muscles and 
feel more shoulder mobility and paddling 
power. 
 Just raise your arm  over your head, 
bend at  the elbow, now grab your elbow with 
the other hand and bend to the opposite side
until you feel a stretch  all through the lats and triceps. Hold the 
stretch for 30-60 seconds and repeat on the other side

 It’s not exactly ground breaking news that 

stretching is good for you. It keeps your joints healthy 

and increases mobility. Being nice and limber before you 

surf can make all the difference in that extra powerful 

snap or being able to tuck up  tight enough to squeeze into 

a tight barrel. Why not take a lesson from the pros who 

stretch before every  heat and start feeling the difference 

in your performance when you stretch.  

 I understand stretching may not be the most 

entertaining or glamorous aspect of  physical fitness but 

few other activates yield such enormous benefits for such 

little time and effort  invested. It takes literally  about five 

to ten minutes to perform a handful of stretches that can 

help  relieve the aches and pains that come form an active 

lifestyle or working at computers or desks all day.

Twist- 
time to  loosen up that  lower and mid back so 
you have the torso power for strong bottom 
turns and fast snaps off the top. 
 Lay on  the ground and extend your 
legs strait  in the air so your body makes an 
“L”. Place your arms strait out  to the sides 
for balance, keeping your legs together 

slowly lower them to one side stopping 1 inch before your feet  hit 
the floor, then raise them back  to  the top and lower them the other 
direction. Alternate sides for five to ten repetitions.

Hip flexor- 
Tight hips are the main  cause of lower back 
pain and will negatively effect  your dexterity, 
balance, and power in any athletic endeavor. 
A strong core and hip drive is both our center 
of gravity and greatest source of power. 
 Start  by  taking one knee and leaning 
your waste forward, push your hips forward 

while leaning back slightly with the torso, you should feel the 
stretch at  the top  of the hip  and sometimes all the way  down the 
front of your leg. Hold for 30-60 seconds per side.

Lateral lung- 
This will warm the legs and hips up while 
stretching adductors at the same time. 
 Simply spread your stance out  wide 
with your feet  facing forward, lowering 
yourself to one side bend the knees and drop 
the hips back just as in a regular squat, the 

opposite leg will be strait  and you should feel a stretch in the inner 
thigh. Alternate sides for 20 repetitions or 10 on each side.

Glute stretch- 
This stretch  along with the hip  flexor 
stretch will dramatically loosen up the 
hips and help relieve lower back pain 
and tightness. Giving you the mobility 
to pull off those big round house snaps.

 Just lay on your back with your legs bent  at  90 degrees as 
if you were about to do a sit-up. Then pick up one side and cross 
your legs with  one ankle resting against  the other leg just above the 
knee. Then grab the leg with the foot  still on the floor and pull it  in 
towards your chest. You will feel a stretch across the butt  and 
possibly down the side of your leg and hamstring. Stretch each side 
for 30-60 seconds. 

By Paul Corral
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Getting Ready For Big Wave Season
By Paul Corral
 Most enjoy smooth longboard 
sessions with the family, friends, or significant 
other in the summer months. Those long lazy 
days out at san onofre, rincon, or pleasure point 
filled with good company and usually some 
beer and food.  Unfortunately, as delightful as it 
all really is,  when fall nears you get an 
ominous feeling that you may have grown too 
soft for the long steep drops, icy waters and 
unrelenting power of the California winter 
swells to come.
 As summer draws to a close we start 
enjoying brisker mornings and hopefully a late 
season hurricane swell or two. However, both 
are warnings that the winter is coming and 
along with it, big northwestern ground swells.
 With just a few month remaining 
between us and the high “pucker factor” kind 
of sessions we want live through to talk about 
for years to come, its time to prepare. This is a 
simple highly effective and time efficient 
program to insure your ready for the critical 
drops and the long hold-downs. 
Strength training:
 S t rength t ra in ing i s an of ten 
overlooked component of fitness for surfers. 
Like any physical endeavor, functional strength 
will boost performance and confidence in the 
water. This is not your typical pretty boy gym 
rat workout. This is pure performance that will 
boost your power, endurance and balance.
 This program is to be performed 2 
days a week on non-consecutive days. The 
workout will be comprised of several superset-
exercises you perform back to back with little 
to no rest.  Each weight bearing exercise will be 
done in 5 sets of 5 repetitions for each set.  With 
each consecutive set the weight is “ramped” 
upwards, finishing with the last set of 5 reps 
with the heaviest weight you can lift without 
sacrificing form, range of motion or speed. It 
looks like this:
Set 1-  95lbs. x5 reps
Set 2- 115lbs. x5 reps
Set 3- 135lbs. x5 reps
Set 4- 155lbs. x5 reps
Set 5- 175lbs. x5 reps 
The Workout 
Superset 1:
Squat: 5 sets of 5 reps each ramp up to 1 top 
set of 5 reps
Body weight squat on unstable surface-bosu 
ball/ voodoo board etc. 10 reps
Superset 2:
Chest press: 5x5 ramping up to one top set of 5 
reps
Burpee- popping into stance 10 reps
Superset 3:
Cable Strait arm pull down/ lat pull over 
machine 3 sets of 10 reps
Pull-up/ lat pull down machine 3sets of 8 reps
Rational:
 Many surfers are going to wonder 
why in the hell I’m suggesting a training 

program like this.  It may be very different from 
what you have seen before, but it is based on 
sound principles and has been used by world 
class athlete’s. This type of workout is custom 
tailored to the art and sport of surfing. Hers 
how:
 Performing two full body workouts a 
week provide enough stimulation and 
frequency to improve athletic performance 
without overworking the trainee or being so 
time consuming that it will cut into water time.
 The performance of a few compound 
movements works every muscle in the body 
through natural movement patters. This helps 
you feel control over your entire body as one 
entity apposed to controlling individual parts, 
arms, legs, core. 
Ramping up to one top set will boost maximal 
strength-this means your endurance in the 
water is greatly increased because you are 
operating at a much lower percentage of what 
you are actually capable of.  This way when 
you have to scrap for the extra large outside 
set, you will have the extra juice to get it done. 
 Also, ramping up to one top set keeps 
training volume relatively low, insuring that 
hypertrophy is kept to a minimum so that the 
trainee is not lugging around excessively bulky 
muscle or overtraining and risking injury.
 Super setting body weight squats on 
an unstable surface creates a faster nero-
adaptation and increases balance when your 
muscles are in a fatigued state.
Super setting burpee’s with bench pressing, 
again creates greater nero-adaptation in way of 
explosive power in the chest and springing to 
your feet for those steep hairy drops!
The last super set is all about paddling power 
and endurance, beginning with a single joint 
movement that closely mimics a paddling 
stroke and following up with a chin-up or pull 
down will create great strength and endurance 
in your upper back paddling muscles.
Energy system training
 A.K.A. Cardio is the second key 
component to being physically prepared to 
enjoy big winter swell season. The biggest 
mistake most make when training to increase 
endurance is the slow steady approach.  Simply 
jogging,  riding, or swimming at moderate pace 

for 30-60 minutes, while not a complete waste 
of time is certainly not optimal to performance. 
 The reason steady state cardio is not a 
good cross training activity for big wave 
surfers is simple- it does not closely mimic the 
energy system demands we encounter in the 
water. In the water we experience periods of 
high exertion-paddling for and riding a wave, 
taking a few on the head in the impact zone 
and paddling out through a big set. This high 
exertion is followed by short periods of rest 
before we do it all over again. So why doesn’t 
our energy system training reflect this?
 Here is a short workout that will boost 
your anaerobic threshold for battling your way 
out through the waves and give you the true 
aerobic endurance to stretch those fun surf 
sessions for as long as you can stand the cold 
winter water! 
 This workout can be performed in the 
pool, on the track or on your bike-which ever 
form of cardio training you prefer. 
Perform this workout 2-3 a week.  You can 
situate this workout directly after your strength 
sessions or on the days between; it’s entirely up 
to you and your schedule.
Warm-up: 5 minutes at moderate pace  
Workout:
High intensity interval-1 minutes
Recovery pase-2 minutes
Total workout time 15-20 minutes
 Pushing yourself to your edges with 1 
minute of all out effort will give you the lungs 
to take a big set on the head and still have the 
capacity to make it back out to the line up. The 
bonus with improving your anaerobic threshold 
is your aerobic endurance will also greatly 
improve without long boring sessions of steady 
state cardio.
Wrap up:
 My hope is that this article has shed 
some light on how to increase big wave 
performance to world class levels without 
spending so much time working out that you 
don’t have time to surf! Give this program just 
two days a week for 8 weeks and by the time 
that first formidable winter swell comes our 
way, you can pull on your hood and booties 
and hit the water with confidence.
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Keep Surfing, and Stay Strong Lean and Toned 
With This Home Workout Custom Made For Old 
Salty Dogs…

 Staying in the water for the 

long run isn’t for slacker. In your 

youth, you just went surfing and that 

was enough to be healthy pain free 

and full of energy. A few decades 

down the road af ter juggling 

demanding careers family and a 

marriage or two it can sometimes feel 

that everything else in your life is 

conspiring to keep you out of the 

water.

 This workout will take no 

longer than 20 minutes and keep you 

surf ready without taking up so much 

time you won’t have time to surf. It 

takes minimum equipment so you 

don’t have to go into the gym and 

deal with all those pretty boys kissing 

their biceps in the mirror.

 As you can tell from the 

circuit you only need two pieces of 

equipment, a pair of dumbbells and a 

stability  ball. I suggest picking a 

dumbbell set that challenges you to 

perform 3 sets of 8 repetitions of chest 

presses. This is a moderate weight 

that will challenge you but give you 

room to progress.

 Perform the circuit  3 times to 

begin 3 days per week. Do 8 reps of 

each exercise. To progress add a 

round per week. That means your 

progression will look like this:

Week 1- 3 rounds

Week 2- 4 rounds

Week 3-  5 rounds

 Once you can perform the 

circuit 5 consecutive times you will 

have built  some great strength 

endurance and overall condition. To 

continue to progress simply add reps 

to each set with the same set of 

dumbbells. Each workout attempt to 

add just one or two reps per set until 

you are performing 15 reps of each 

exercise. Once you can perform 5 sets 

of 15 reps of every exercise in the 

circuit trade up for a heavier set of 

dumbbells and start over at 5 sets of 8 

reps.

 Follow this simple home 

workout and you will build serous 

stamina while reinforcing your core 

and maintain and build muscle you 

will need to not only stay in the water 

but look damn good doing it.

By Paul Corral

2. Dumbbell chest press- 
back bridging on 
stability ball.

3. Alternating lunge 
holding dumbbells

1. Bent over dumbbell row

5. Leg curl/ hip extension on the ball
4. Knee ins- get into push up position with feet 
on the stability ball and pull knees in towards 
your elbows

The circuit:
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Arts & Such 
The Arts & Such section our journal is dedicated to everything art that is 
inspired by the ocean, surfing, and the great out doors. We would love to have 
contributions by our readers for this section whether it be a painting, photo, 
poem or what have you.  

This issue we have two paintings 

from college students In the 

Monterey area, The first of witch on 

the right is a collaboration piece by 

two artist. Casey Andrews a 

musician, artist and surfer. The 

second collaborator, Matthew 

Corral a  surfer, lifeguard and tattoo 

artist. They call the piece sea 

“scape” and it features a mixed 

medium of acrylic paint, felt pen, 

paint pen, and tattoo ink.

The second painting is 

from a biology major at 

Cal State Monterey 

Bay. Kelsey Haynes 

calls her piece “The 

Final Frontier” it 

expresses the 

comparisons of what 

most believe to be the 

last frontiers of man, 

the bottom of the 

ocean and space. 

“There is so much we 

still don’t know about 

earth, it’s like we are 

aliens on our own 

planet.” - Kelsey 

Haynes 
pg. 7



The Traveler 

My Trip To Indo
By Casey Andrews 

The traveler is dedicated to all those who love to explore the world. All readers are 
encouraged to send in submissions of travel stories and pictures from around the 
world. 

 I had always thought, as 

a kid, of Indonesia as a place 

where isolation from the hype 

of surfing could be found, good 

waves with friends, boat trips 

and pleasure. When I left the 

airport upon arriving in Bali 

that mentality  was murdered, as 

I drove past a rip curl sign three 

stories high, and a gamut of 

corporate surf companies 

dominating the area. It really 

didn’t seem too much different 

from back home, especially in 

the water. Crowded surf with 

inconsiderate surfers, people 

getting burnt and going nuts. 

 Luckily, my trip to 

Indonesia was also to meet  up 

with the girl of my  dreams, she 

was there to greet me at the 

airport, and share my  disbelief 

with how corporate everything 

seemed to be. As i ventured on 

from Bali I knew Kuta was 

some what of an epicenter for 

surfing so I figured it would be 

blown up  with a bunch surf 

shops owned by ex pat.s and 

some of the cooperation's that 

were smart. However, I had no 

idea of the scope, it was one of the worst 

places I’ve ever been, there were people 

and huge companies everywhere! So I 

set off once again seeking a peaceful 

getaway environment and perfect waves 

like I had seen in all my favorite 

magazines.   

     It was off to Lombok where we 

would find the solitude and beauty we 

were looking for. When we arrived I 

was astounded, this was the indonesia I 

was seeking. For days we explored 

abandoned beaches finding mesmerizing 

landscapes of sand, water, cliffs, and 

huge gangs of  monkeys. The coastline 

wrapped and wrinkled into a series of 

peninsulas and islands that all seemed to 

form some type of geometrical 

masterpiece. The only others we 
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encountered on Lombok were young 

fisherman scouring the reefs for fresh catch 

we would buy and have prepared at the 

little eateries in the area. This was truly 

paradise, we spent days exploring the 

island, sun bathing, and climbing up to the 

top of hills to take in the views.  

     The days were adventurous and serene, 

but the nights, they  were something els. In 

Kuta, Lombok with a series of youngsters 

dominating the bar scenes every night 

spent out would bring a whole new 

interesting chain of events. It was in the 

grand scheme of these eventful nights out 

that i found the locals are no joke. In world 

i thought at first to be not very different 

from my own, I saw things that I nearly 

didn’t believe. I once watched a 12-year-

old pull up to a bar I was at on his own 

motorbike. He order a beer took a seat next 

to me and started a conversation in broken 

english. After all the polite formalities he 

turned and ask me if I wanted to buy any 

cocaine or mushrooms. I was taken back 

and at that  moment it resonated with me 

that these kids were surely being born into 

such complicated situations that selling 

drugs was where life had already taken 

them by 12. Aside from a few shifty 

encounter the people were all very nice, 

and in spite of a few hectic 

nights there was nothing but 

fun. 

     As I continued to search 

Lombok for surf, I found 

myself surfing firing Desert 

Point, and though I was 

satisfied with this magical 

experiences on Lombok, I still 

wanted to make my  way back 

to Bali, and head out on the 

peninsula towards Uluwatu to see if I 

could get some good surfing in. When I 

got there I never thought I would get 

Padang all to myself, for the last week I 

was surfing it with at least  20 other 

individuals.  Jamie O’Brian even 

paddled out on a few of the days.  

 I had been watching it from 

Made Suardani over the week noticing 

that as the tide got lower, the wave went 

from completely un surfable to having a 

short window of opportunity with 

hollow barrels, to being a low tide 

psycho reef bulging disaster.  I had 

surfed a little to long into this low tide 

period a couple days earlier and 

scrapped myself up  pretty bad, getting 

dragged across the reef several times. 

Luckily I was wearing a wetsuit  top, but 

all the same there was a lot of blood 

dripping off of me when I was coming 

out of the water. I think it was just 

because I was desperate in getting a 

good one when dealing with the 

competitive crowd that i was willing to 

take unnecessary risk. 

     On this particular day, I noticed it 

was a bit smaller than the previous days, 

no one was out, but as the tide got lower 
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and I scrutinized from my Cliffside 

hut, I noticed an extremely occasional 

bomber set.  No one else seemed to be 

on it so I decided I would be the first 

one to reap the benefits of the low tide 

as it  created a better and better wave.  

For a while the set was still very 

occasional, even after the long paddle, 

I was getting a short  wave that died 

out quick and the tube section wasn’t 

really getting built up enough to pull 

in.  There was a long lull and I found 

myself slightly  frustrated, thinking 

maybe paddling out wasn’t such a 

good idea after all, I could’ve just 

wandered up to Uluwatu and surfed 

with the crowd again, at least there 

would be waves. That’s when that 

magical set wave came, the first one 

that hit the reef right.  I noticed there 

had been two wave sets so I paddled 

the first one, hoping that  there would 

be another. I remember how powerful 

the wave looks when it  picks up at 

Padang, the bottom drops out and you 

can just see the reef like your going to 

drop straight into it. I was still in the 

mindset of the wave not hitting the 

reef right and I thought I would 

overshoot the barrel so I went a little 

deep  for this one and dropped in 

straight instead of at an angle, this set 

me up for a sharp bottom turn and 

because this particular wave hit the 

reef perfectly, the barrel opened up 

and I barely made it under the lip 

without getting clipped. It  felt crazy, 

this wave was surely powerful enough 

to pummel me into the reef. Because 

of my late bottom turn and close slip 

into the barrel, I fell back onto my 

back arm and was leaning in to the 

face of the wave with my whole body, 

though it  wasn’t on purpose, this 

stalled me perfectly and I ended up in 

the most primal position for the tube 

ride.  From here the tube got smaller 

and smaller until I was leaning back a 

lot staring straight up  at the lip coming 

over me, and at the end the spit blew 

me out as I barely pulled a limbo 

position under the last bit  of the lip.  

Coming out clean, I stood up  straight 

again, and watched as surfer after 

surfer began to paddle out. It was a 

magical journey with several life 

questioning and more importantly  life 

changing moments. 

All Photos By: Casey Andrews
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Features

 You could never imagine 

how 2 movies could have such a 

powerful impact on my life. My 

mother, a water woman in her 

own right, took me to see Gidget 

in 1960 when I was 12 years 

old. I immediately fell in love 

with Sandra Dee; but more 

importantly, I really wanted to 

surf. Gidget lead me to my very 

first surf movie.  In 1961, I saw 

Surf Crazy by Bruce Brown at 

McKinley Junior High School.  

Bruce Brown narrated the 

movie.  The movie absolutely 

blew my mind.  The energy 

level in the auditorium was 

intense and wild.  I was as much 

swept up and consumed by the 

energy as I was by the movie.  

When I left, I was worn out and 

hoarse and I couldn’t wait to go 

surfing. Six months later in the 

fall of1961, I bought my first 

surfboard. 

 My first surf trip was to 

San Miguel, Baja where I went 

at the age of 15. For the next 25 

years I went to Baja as often as I 

could. I spent 4 consecutive 

summers in the early 80's there. 

Eventually I went to mainland 

Mex and discovered Puerto 

Escondido and then to Hawaii 

where I fell in love with Kauai. 

After numerous trips to Hawaii 

and Mexico, 20+  trips to 

Tavarua, 4 trips to Costa Rica, 

and 1 trip to Bali and Australia, I 

can honestly say surfing and 

Feature Member Ward Smith Shares His Life 

Experience With The SMA

traveling go together like bread and 

butter.

 It was this desire for surf travel 

that leas me to the SMA. While at the 

dentist, Rym Partridge inviting me to join 

the SMA so I could attend the first ever 

Big Flat Conference. I attended that 

conference and had a great time and the 

following year I attended my first Fiji 

conference in 1988. After that I was a 

regular on the Fiji conference and 

conference director for 4 additional Big 

Flat Conferences.

 Several years after joining the 

SMA, Mark Renneker approached me 

about becoming the director of the SMA. 

I had a part time job at the time so I 

agreed. By the time the transition was to 

take place, I was working full time so 

Paula agreed to do it with my assistance. 

Luckily for the SMA, Paula never got my 

assistance and became the director.

 While taking a few high school 

students surfing in 1973, I was asked by 

the current UCSC surfing instructor if I 

would be interested in the job. I applied 

for the job and worked part time as UCSC 

By Ward Smith

Ward Smith ripping a Huge bottom turn at cloud break.
Photo By: SMA Member
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Ward smith and his wife on the beach looking 

happy.



teaching surfing from 1974 to 1994. I 

hoe I am not too responsible for the 

crowds in the water today.

 I n the very late 80”s I was 

elected for the BOD of Surfrider 

Foundation. In the early 90’s I was the 

Chairman of the BOD. In the mid 90’s, 

I left SF with several other board 

members to found Surfer’s 

Environmental Alliance.

Passing of Dr. Maria Pease (1960-2011)

 It is with great sadness 

that we relate the passing of Dr. 

Maria Pease after a valiant  fight 

against cancer. Maria was an 

Olympic caliber swimmer, proud 

parent, loving partner, top notch 

professional and a real charger in 

the water.  Maria was a long time 

SMA member and an Ocean 

Beach regular.

 Maria was a very detailed 

professional and surfer. She 

knew the specifics of every board 

she rode and worked closely with 

the shaper of her boards.  Over 

the past several years as an SMA 

Conference Coordinator, Maria 

and I had frequent 

communication about what 

conference would be a good one 

to go on.  In 2010, Maria 

attended the Tavarua Conference 

and presented a paper about 

DBS, Deep Brain Stimulation, a 

By Bill Jones

 In 2008, after serving on the 

board of the Santa Cruz Surfing 

museum for many years, I was invited 

by original members of the Santa Cruz 

Surfing Club to join their group. It was 

founded in 1936 and is the longest 

running surf club in California. The 

older members felt like they needed 

some young bucks in the club so they 

invited 15 new members in their 40’s, 

50’s, and 60’s to join. At that time the 

youngest member was in his late 70”s. 

I am currently president of the club, 

and our number 1 priority is running 

the Santa Cruz Surfing Museum as the 

city no longer has the funds to do so.

 While there is far more to life 

than surfing, I will be forever stoked 

that I have it in my life. 

procedure being done with patients with 

OCD. 

 Maria was very involved in her 

treatment until the end and remained 

optimistic. We discussed going to the 

Galapagos in March 2011, as she needed to 

think about what to do in the future and 

taking her family on a surf trip.  For those of 

us that knew Maria through surfing, the 

SMA and professionally, we will raise a toast 

to Maria and her spirit, surfing on perfect 4-6 

foot warm water waves catching several just 

for her.

Top left: Maria Pease dropping in on a nice one. Top Right: Maria coming off 

the top hard. Bottom right: Pumping down the line aggressively  
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How Tubesteak Tracy Keeps “the Stoke”: 
His Surfing History & Medical History.

By Bill Jones

 As an aging surfer in his 60’s, it 

appears now that I am “bobbing for 

waves”  instead of surfing as I used to.  

I look at surfers as old as me and 

others who are older and wonder what 

keeps us going, or more so what keeps 

the “stoke”  of surfing alive when you 

get into your 70”s and 80’s. My mind 

is 27 and at peak when I surf, however 

the body of 64 responds with a lot 

slower rise to my feet, less balance for 

those body twisting moves and turns, 

and a tremendous survival instinct in 

50-55 degree water.

 As we age and our body 

evolves, activities like surfing are left 

behind by many people. But there are 

some who keep the stoke of surfing 

alive in our hearts and mind. What 

follows is a story of Terry “Tubesteak” 

Tracy, a surfing legend and late 70’s 

man with various health concerns. Drs. 

Blake Wylie and Norm Vinn, Surfers 

Medical Association members and 

practicing professionals in Orange and 

San Diego counties, present health and 

medical histories about Tubesteak, but 

go a long ways beyond and get a 

detailed glimpse into their patients 

surfing life, but also start to reveal 

some of the keys to “keeping the 

stoke”  of surfing in your life as you 

age.

 The following powerpoint 

prepared by Dr. Wylie and presented at 

the 26th SMA Tavarua Conference by 

Dr. Vinn includes a brief history of 

Tubesteak as well as some wonderful 

picture of surfing in the 1950’s and 

60’s.  The powerpoint covers Mr. 

Tracy’s medical history and current 

status and is must read for interested 

docs.  But Drs. Blake and Norm go a 

step beyond, when in their visits and 

discussions, they started to discover 

some of the principles, examples and 

secrets of “keeping the stoke”  for 

surfing when one’s mind is 27, but the 

body basically says “WTF are you 

trying to do, I refuse to do what you 

are telling me to do.”

 Several SMA members are 

currently researching this “keeping the 

stoke”  attitude and its is the SMA 

Surfing Medicine Journal’s intention to 

develop articles around this topic. 

Some surfers just quit, discover golf or 

remained stoked, The SMA Journal has 

more to come on this issue.

Tubesteak and many other Surf Legends at a Fundraiser in So-Cal. Recognize any of them?
Photo By: Dr. Blake Wylie

The man himself Tube Steak Tracy 

looking cooler than ever. pg. 13
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Editors Comments...

 Every young surfer like myself has heard the stories about the golden age of surfing. Stories of a time 

I can only dream about, when five people out at Rincon or Malibu was so crowded, you just wouldnʼt even 

bother to paddle out. Now a days I sit in a crowd of fifteen people, (and thatʼs on a good day) at any of my 

favorite spots and listen to locals grumble, the grommets  laugh, and all the newbies apologize over and 

over. Waiting forever just to get a wave to yourself. A wave you didnʼt have to battle for, or be forced to 

maneuver around anyone as you carve your way down the line.  

 Some days itʼs enough to make you ask yourself “why?”. What it is it that keeps us coming back to 

deal with all this time, and time again? Itʼs because when that perfect moment comes during every surf 

session, the low roar of the crowd fades out and the view proves to captivate, we all realize, it could be 

worse. That right there, ladies and gentlemen, is what they call “the stoke.” It is that thing that is going to 

keep people surfing for life times to come. To be stoked on life for me and many others, is to be stoked on 

surfing. Even when the conditions suck or the crowd is unruly, tough day at work or what have you, it does 

not matter, if you are surfing you are happy. 

 Thatʼs what Bill Jones and I want this journal to reflect, the joy we all share, and what inspires all of us 

to keep the Stoke. When I first met Bill Jones and found out what the SMA was all about, I was immediately 

interested. Iʼve always supported people who go out of their way to help others, just like the doctors in the 

SMA do. And the fact that they use their common interest of surfing to bring them together to achieve this 

goal is all the more inspiring. My work has always revolved around the ocean and everything that keeps 

people stoked on making the trip to the beach to convene with mother ocean. Iʼve worked in and out of dive 

shops, surf camps, and as a Ventura County life guard for the past five years. During those five years on the 

beach Iʼve discovered my calling in journalism and writing. Thinking back it only makes prefect sense why. 

All of my best ideas and articles have all stemmed from things I think of while Iʼm in the water and on the 

beach. Which brings me to the present, I am currently a student at Cal State Monterey Bay working towards 

a Bachelorʼs degree in Human Communications with an emphasis of journalism in mass media, and a minor 

in global studies. My Name is Matthew Corral and I am your new Editor in Chief of “Surfing Medicine, A 

Medical Journal Of the Surfers Medical Association” . I couldnʼt be more thrilled to have the opportunity to 

literally be doing my dream job so early in life. That being said I want to know what all you think of my work. 

Please send me feed back, write in, send me an e-mail of what every you like, submissions will always be 

appreciated. Your feedback and submissions are going to make our journal better. My goal is to make a 

journal anyone can be stoked on so that the Surfers Medical Association and our cause can grow! 

Stoked to be here.
Editor in Chief Matthew Corral
E-mail: Mattblue3@yahoo.com 
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